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SCIENTIFIC CORRESPONDENCE 

Valency and superconductors 
SIR-----: Tranquada et al. I report X-ray ab- to Cu+ for each cerium atom that replaces 

sorption ~easurel!'ents on N~'_xCexCu04' a neodymium. They cannot be explained 
on J~~ basIs of which they claim that some by a simple shift of the energy scale. It 
Cu. Ions a~e converted to Cu+ ions by would be helpful to have good cluster 

ce.num dopmg and al.s~ that ceriu~ is calculations of the X-ray absorption 
~ed-valent. In my opmIOn, these claims, spectra for different initial-state con

which are re~e~ant to theories of high-To figurations, as there are no good model 
superconduc~lVlty', should be reconsidered. compounds for the cerium-doped material. 
. The techmque used to determine valency Nevertheless, we believe that the changes 
~nvolves the removal of a core electron. It cannot be explained by the creation of 
~s well known that: becaus~ of core-hole- the 3d

9
4s configuration, as some have 

mduced changes m the fmal electronic suggested, but instead result from a mixing 
stat~, the ~pectra may not reflect the true of 3dlO and 3d

9 
states. Furthermore our 

~onflguratIOn of ~he initial. state': This int~rpretation!s consistent with the e~pec
Issue has been discussed widely m the tatlOn that, as m CuO, the first state to be 
context of the valency of cerium in CeO,. filled on adding an electron should be the 
We h~ve shown4

.5 that cerium is tetra- copper 3d hole9
• Sampathkumaran 

valent m CeO, and ~hat the mixed valency suggests that the changes are due to 
pr?~osed by others.ls the result of covalent hybridization effects. If doping causes 
~Ix.mg o~ 4fl~vels I~ the valence band6

• A changes in the hybridization, then similar 
Similar. sltua.tlOn might exist in Nd'_x~ex effects should be seen in the hole-doped 
Cu04 , m which case the X-ray a~s?rptIon compound La'_xSrXCu04' which we clearly 
data ~lone w(:>uld not be sufficient to do not see. The lattice parameters change 
estabhsh the mixed valency of cerium. We by a very small amount with cerium 
su~gest that cerium is in fact tetravalent in dopinglO, and it is therefore unclear 
thiS superconductor also; but one must why one should expect any change in 
~hen ask ~ow the Ce4+ state is possible hybridization. 
m ~ metalliC environment, in view of est- Measurements have now also been 
abhshed i.deas to. the contrary,·8 in terms performed at the oxygen K and copper 
of kondo mteractlOns. . . L3 edges~l,l'. The strong peak at the copper 
. The valency of Cu IS a more senous L 3 edge IS found to decrease with cerium 
Issue. There are no major differences doping, indicating a decrease in the 
between the X-ray-absorption spectral density of copper 3d holes. The sharp low

~eatur~s of copper in ~d,Cu04 and those energy peak at the oxygen Kedge prob
I~ cenum-d?p~d specimens. Those small ably corresponds to a transition from the 
dl~ferenc.es III hneshape and linewidth that oxygen Is state to the copper 3d state 
mlgh.t ~XIS~ ma~ be ascribed to greater 3d which is allowed as a result of oxygen 2p~ 
hybndlzatlOn m Ce-doped compounds copper 3d hybridization. The situation 
~~ may be unrelated to a Cu+ component; appears very similar to that found in NiO 
~t I~ c?mmonly believed that hybrid- (ref. 13). The alternative interpretation 
IzatlOn III the ground state may cause such given by the authors of ref. 12 - that the 
effects. oxygen K-edge measurements indicate 

Thus, c,urrent u~derstanding of the the presence of holes of a predominantly 
~rocesses Illvolved ~n the X-ray absorp- oxygen 2p character - is difficult to 
tlOn method, partIcu~arly for .. copper reconcile with our copper K-edge results. 
K-ed~e measurel!'ents, IS not suffiCient for We do not really differ with Sampath
~ny firm conclUSIOns to be drawn regard- kumaran as far as the valency of cerium is 
mg the valency of copper or cerium in concerned. We agree that the cerium 

~hese compounds on the basis of the data added to Nd,Cu04 is very similar to that in 

m ref. 1. Further experiments are required CeO" and do not object to covalently
before the. presence of Cu+ or of mixed- bonded cerium being called tetravalent. 
valent .cenum can b~ considered to be The important point is that the cerium 
unamblguouslyestabhshed. donates extra electronic charge to the 
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TRANQUADA ET AI.. REPLy-We agree 

with Sampathkumaran that further char
acterization of this material is required, 
but we stand by our previous analysis of 
the near-edge structures. 

The changes observed at the copper K 
edge as a result of cerium doping are small 
on an absolute scale; they are quantita
tively consistent, however, with the 
changes expected if one Cu'+ is converted 
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system, and that charge appears to go into 
copper 3d holes. 
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Not so fishy 
SIR-John Maddox's commene "Another 
red herring leads nowhere" on our recent 
paper' unfortunately contains some 
incorrect physics. Our work on angle
correlated two-photon lines in 6-MeV-per
nucleon collisions of U + Th, U + U and 

!h + Th p~ovides evidence for approx
Imately 180 -correlated two-photon lines 
up to about 1.1 MeV. Because the indi
vidual p~otons have approximately one
half of thiS energy, they cannot give rise to 
electron-positron pairs, as is implied in 
Maddox's comment. In fact, it had been 
shown several years ago that if the 
electron-positron pair lines found at the 
Gesellschaft fur Schwerionenforschung, 
Darmstadt (GSI) were due to external or 
internal pair conversion, the correspon
ding single y-rays would have to stand 
out significantly in any single photon 
spectrum. Such protruding y-rays have 
not been found3-s. Therefore, whatever 

the GSI electron-positron phenomenon 
may be, it is not simply "secondary pro
ducts of single y-rays released from 
nuclei put into high rotational states". At 
present, there does not seem to be any red 
herring, but simply unexplained scientific 
fact. 

We wholeheartedly agree with Maddox 
that science sometimes needs to take risks 
and to use costly manpower and acceler
ators in order to progress. The results may 
not always be clear and their significance 
may take years of painstaking work to 
bear fruit. We are somewhat dismayed, 
though, to see the carefully done work on 

the GSI electron-positron phenomenon 
be put on a par with the initial studies on 
'cold fusion'. In their style, the two studies 
appear not to belong in the same class. 
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